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Scaling behavior of the giant magnetoresistance of magnetic aggregates
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We study numerically the giant magnetoresistance~GMR! of magnetic nanoparticle aggregates formed on a
planar substrate by a diffusion process that is driven by the magnetostatic dipolar interactions between the
particles. The growth of aggregates is modeled by a diffusion limited cluster aggregation model and the GMR
of the assembly is expressed in terms of the short range spin correlation function. The latter is obtained by a
Monte Carlo simulation. We show that the spin correlation function of the aggregates can be described by a
scaling law that involves the fractal dimensionality of the structure. The formation of aggregates causes a large
reduction of the low-field GMR because the role of interparticle dipolar interactions is enhanced due to the
chainlike morphology of the aggregates.
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Giant magnetoresistance~GMR! was first observed in
granular films consisting of Co grains dispersed in a
matrix.1,2 It was also demonstrated that in all samples
GMR scales as the square of the global magnetizationM.2

Deviations from the parabolic dependence at low fieldsM
;0) were subsequently observed by various groups
were attributed to the grain size distribution3 and to dipolar
interactions among the grains.4 Numerical studies gave sup
port to the argument that dipolar interactions are mainly
sponsible for the flattening of the GMR vsM parabola at low
fields4–7 and it has recently been pointed out that dipo
interactions cause a more dramatic flattening when the
tem exhibits a wide distribution of grain sizes.8 These results
underline the essential role that interparticle interactions p
in the modification of the GMR effect.

However, dipolar interactions among the magnetic p
ticles are also of great importance during the growth proc
of the films. When magnetic particles diffuse on a substr
they move and relax their magnetic moments in a way t
minimizes their mutual magnetostatic energy. The diffus
process is not a Brownian motion, but it is instead driven
the energetics of the interactions between the particles. W
they unite, the morphology of the resulting aggregates is s
sitive to the substrate temperature, the particle density
the strength of the interparticle interactions. At low partic
concentrations~2–5 %!, it has been shown that magnetosta
forces between the particles lead to formation of aggreg
with a self-similar morphology characterized by a frac
dimensionality9 (D f). The magnetization of these aggrega
obeys a scaling law with respect to the size of the aggre
~N! where the exponent is the fractal dimensionality.10 This
scaling law reflects the impact of the correlations in parti
positions on the magnetic properties of the aggregate.

Recent numerical studies pointed out the importance
spatial correlations of the magnetic regions on the mag
totransport properties of a composite system. In particula
was suggested that a linear array of superparamagnetic
ticles, coupled via dipolar forces, produces large GMR v
ues when a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to
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array axis.5 In addition, the field dependent GMR of a ma
netic multilayer with layer thickness following a Fibonac
sequence was shown to exhibit a self-similar sequence
plateaus as a consequence of the quasiperiodic struc
order.11 These results indicate that in systems such as gra
lar films and magnetic multilayers where the GMR effe
occurs as a result of spin dependent scattering, the sp
arrangement of the magnetic regions~whether granules or
layers! has a strong impact on the GMR values, as it affe
the micromagnetic configuration of the system.

The influence of the spatial morphology of a granular fi
on the GMR values has not been systematically addresse
far. An approximation that is most commonly adopted w
respect to the morphology of the granular films is that
magnetic particles are dispersed randomly in the nonm
netic matrix, or, in other words, that their locations are u
correlated. This approximation describes satisfactorily
morphology of granular samples grown by an anneal
process.1–4 However, in some cases, granular systems w
correlated structures occur. This is, for example, the cas
ferrofluids where the aggregation process is dominated
magnetostatic dipolar interactions and leads to various fra
morphologies.9 To the best of our knowledge, no GMR me
surements on frozen ferrofluids have yet been reported. D
ing the growth of granular metals or insulators by the
cently developed technique of low-energy cluster be
deposition,12,13 codeposition of nonmagnetic atoms, an
magnetic particles of a transition metal takes place. In t
case, we would expect that energy-driven diffusion and
gregation occur up to some extent, especially in dilu
samples.

The aim of the present work is to establish a relati
between the spatial morphology of a granular film contain
aggregates of magnetic particles and the GMR value.
aggregates are formed by a diffusion process that is dri
by magnetostatic dipolar interactions. We show that
GMR of an assembly of self-similar magnetic aggrega
obeys a scaling law with the exponent being the fractal
mension of the aggregates and, furthermore, the formatio
aggregates degrades substantially the GMR effect at
fields.
©2001 The American Physical Society22-1
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Our model assumptions correspond to the growth
samples by a cluster beam deposition technique,12,13that pro-
duces nearly monodisperse samples. For simplicity, we
glect the thickness of the film, because the diffusion of p
ticles and the formation of aggregates is expected to t
place during the growth of a single layer, i.e., before
particles are completely buried by the matrix material t
obstructs the diffusion process. We model the aggregatio
spherical magnetic nanoparticles on a planar substrate
diffusion limited cluster aggregation process on a triangu
lattice.9

The nanoparticles are initially located at random on
sites of the triangular lattice and they are allowed to diffu
The interaction energy between a pair of particles with m
netic momentsmi andmj separated by distancer i j is

Ei j 5g@mi•mj23~mi•ui j !~mj•ui j !#/r i j
3 , ~1!

whereui j is the unit vector alongr i j , g5m2/d3 is the dipo-
lar energy strength,m is the magnitude of the dipole mo
ment, andd the diameter of the particles. The other relati
energy parameters used are the Zeeman energyh5mH and
the thermal energyt5kBT. The energy unit in our simula
tions is the dipolar energy (g51) and the unit of length is
the particle diameter (d51). Simulations9 yielded a fractal
dimensionalityD f51.2360.04 for the resulting aggregate
This value shows the tendency of the particles to form cha
like aggregates. The particle moments are aligned nose
tail in the plane.

The GMR in granular films is attributed to spin depende
scattering of the free electrons. Provided that the elec
mean free path is longer than the size of the individual p
ticles, each magnetic particle can be considered as a p
scatterer described by a local potential which is proportio
to the relative orientation between the local magnetizat
vector and the electron spin quantization axis.14 Within the
Born approximation for scattering, the resistivity of th
sample is then proportional to moment-moment correlat
function between nearest neighbor moments15

R~H !5R02R1f ~H !, ~2!

whereR0 and R1 are material dependent parameters,f (H)
5^mi•mj&l is the moment-moment correlation function a
l is the electronic mean free path. Here, we assume14 that the
electron mean free path is the relevant length scale for a
aging the magnetic correlations. For the dilute granular m
Cu12xCox at room temperature, the electronic mean free p
is of the same order as the average distance between adj
particles (l>d).4 Therefore, the moment correlation fun
tion between nearest neighbor particles is considered in
~2!. In the opposite limit, namely, in the case that the con
tion l!d was fulfilled, an appropriate description of tran
port in the granular system would require a resistor netw
approach,16 rather than Eq.~2!. The magnetoresistance
field H is defined as MR(H)5@R(H)2R(0)#/R(0), where
H is the applied field. The material dependent parame
R0 , R1 enter the definition of MR and, in principle, they ca
be obtained by fitting Eq.~2! to the experimental results fo
a particular system. Provided that the material parame
13442
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R0 , R1 are field independent, the effect of interparticle inte
actions enters through the values the correlation func
f (H) only. If the high field parabolic asymptote of the M
versus magnetization is subtracted from the MR values,
obtains the reduced magnetoresistance,4 given as

MRr~H !512 f ~H ! ~3!

which is obviously independent of the material paramet
R0 , R1 and serves as a universal curve whose deviati
from a parabola indicate deviations from the superparam
netic behavior.

For noninteracting particles, the magnetic moments
uncorrelated and thereforef (H)5M2, where M5^mi& is
the normalized sample magnetization, and consequently
observed parabolic dependence of MRr on the sample mag
netization is obtained. Deviations from the MRr vs M pa-
rabola are observed at low fields (M;0) and were attributed
to dipolar interactions between the magnetic moments4–8

Equation~3! indicates that the dependence of the MR on
micromagnetic configuration of the particle assembly ent
via the short range moment correlation function. To calcul
the correlation function we adopt the following model. W
consider a granular film containing well separated aggreg
of magnetic particles. Within each aggregate the particles
in contact and they interact strongly with each other, mai
through dipolar forces. The effective exchange interaction
proportional to the contact area of the spheres and it is th
fore expected to be weak. On the other hand, dipolar in
actions between particles belonging to different aggrega
are also very weak due to the spatial separation of the ag
gates. By comparing intercluster and intracluster dipolar
teractions, one can show that this is justified ifd3nNcl

3/2!1,
wheren is the number of particles in a cluster andNcl is the
number of clusters per unit area. This condition holds in
case of a dilute system similar to the one we examine. Th
fore, it is realistic to approximate the granular film by
collection of uncoupled aggregates with dipolar interactio
between their constituent particles.

The moment correlation function of thekth aggregate
containingN particles, is obtained as the thermal average
the inner product of moments averaged over all pairs
neighboring particles within the same aggregate:

f N
k 5^mi

k
•mj

k&. ~4!

Next, the configuration average over the random shape o
aggregates is performed

f N5(
k

f N
k Y (

k
1 ~5!

under the assumption that all shapes are equally proba
Aggregates of various sizes and shapes are obtained from
aggregation model described previously. Finally, the m
ment correlation function of a film containing a distributio
of aggregates is given as

f 5(
N

f NY (
N

1 ~6!
2-2
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provided that a uniform distribution of aggregate sizes ex
in the sample.

For an aggregate containing ofN magnetic particles we
have shown in a previous work10 that the magnetization fol
lows the scaling law

MN5am1bmN21/D f . ~7!

The first term (am) on the right hand side of Eq.~7! is inter-
preted as the bulk contribution to the magnetization and
second term (bmN21/D f) as the surface contribution. In Eq
~7!, D f is the noninteger~fractal! dimensionality of the ag-
gregate. Since the bulk and the surface of a fractal object
not so clearly distinct, because the coordination number f
random fractal fluctuates Eq.~7! is a convenient way to de
scribe finite-size effects. Similarly, finite-size effects are e
pected to be important for the short range correlation fu
tion of an aggregate. We therefore anticipate that
correlation function follows the scaling law

f N5ac1bcN
21/D f , ~8!

where the first and the second term in Eq.~8! have the mean-
ing of the bulk and surface contributions to the correlat
function, respectively. The parametersac , bc depend only
on the temperature and the applied magnetic field.

In Fig. 1 we show the dependence of the magnetiza
~full symbols! and the correlation function~open symbols!
on the inverse linear size (Rg;N1/D f) of the aggregate for
certain values of the external field. The data in Fig. 1
obtained at almost zero temperature (t/g;1023) in order to
maximize the ordering effects of the dipole moments and
magnetic field is applied normal to the substrate. Notice t

FIG. 1. Dependence of magnetization~full symbols! and short
range correlation function~open symbols! on the linear size of the
aggregate. Applied field~h! is normal to the substrate. Squares:h
54 and triangles:h56. Parameters: temperaturet51024, dipolar
strengthg51. Solid lines are the linear fit to the data.
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the short range correlation shows stronger fluctuations t
the long range correlation~magnetization!, due to the large
diversity of local environments of the sites in an aggrega
For the straight line fit, 20 aggregates, on average, for e
of 11 different sizesN ~610%N! were used in a range o
sizes fromN510 to 120 particles per aggregate. It is in th
size range that the value of the fractal dimensionD51.23
describes the morphology of the aggregates.9

We discuss next the field dependence of the surface~pa-
rametersa! and bulk ~parametersb! contributions to the
magnetization and correlation function as they are defined
Eq. ~7! and Eq.~8!, respectively. In the zero field limit (h
;0) bothbm andbc approach zero, indicating the disappea
ance of finite size effects. In the same limit, the bulk ma
netization approaches zero while the bulk correlation fu
tion tends to a finite valueac(0);0.7 ~see Fig. 2!. These
results are interpreted as follows. In the zero external fi
limit, the dipole moments of the particles lie on the substr
plane and they are aligned in a nose-to-tail configurati
Deviations from the nose-to-tail arrangement only occ
close to branching points of the aggregate. This is the m
mum energy configuration as has been found previously9 and
indicated here by the positive value of the correlation fun
tion in the zero field limit. Owing to this micromagneti
configuration, the magnetization of the aggregates is z
because it is measured along the field axis that is taken
mal to the substrate. Also, the relatively high value (ac

;0.7) of the ferromagnetic correlation function, shows th
the alignment of the dipole moments is very efficient at lo
temperatures (t/g50.001) and the demagnetizing field pro
duced by the boundaries of the aggregate does not pla
important role. This is expressed by the zero value of
surface correlation function (bc). In the high field limit, the
moments align themselves along the field axis and thus
bulk magnetization and the bulk correlation tend to uni
while surface effects become immaterial as the applied m
netic field becomes strong enough to overwhelm the lo
dipolar field at the surface of the aggregate.

The local dipolar field lies on the substrate plane while
externally applied field is normal to the substrate. As t
external field increases it forces the magnetic moments
rotate and orient themselves off the substrate. The mom
near the surface of the aggregate experience a weaker di
field, due to their reduced coordination, therefore, they
more susceptible to the external field. As a result of th
moments near the surface of the aggregate align easier a
the field axis, thus making a positive contribution both to t
magnetization (bm.0) and the correlation function (bc

.0). The importance of finite size effects is maximized
intermediate field values, when the competition between
external and the local dipolar field is the strongest. This
gime is identified by the presence of a peak in the field
pendence of the surface parametersbm and bc at a certain
field value (h0). The relative positions of the peaks inbm
andbc in Fig. 2 indicate that maximum finite size effects
the correlation function appear at higher fields (h0 /g;7)
than in the magnetization (h0 /g;5). In other words, the
2-3
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in-plane long range order of the magnetic moments~magne-
tization! is destroyed at weaker external fields than the sh
range order.

Knowing the field dependent scaling parameters of
~7! and Eq.~8! one can compute the magnetization and
duced magnetoresistance for an aggregate of any size. T
done in Fig. 3 for two aggregates of sizeN510 and N

FIG. 2. Field dependence of scaling parameters. Full circ
bulk magnetization (am), full squares: surface magnetization (bm),
open circles: bulk correlation (ac), and open squares: surface co
relation (bc). Parameters: temperaturet51024, dipolar strengthg
51.

FIG. 3. Finite size effects in the field dependence of magnet
tion ~full symbols! and reduced magnetoresistance~open symbols!.
Size of aggregates:N510 ~triangles!, N5100 ~circles!.
13442
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5100, in order to demonstrate the size effects on these m
roscopic quantities. Obviously, higher field values are
quired for the larger cluster in order to reach saturation. T
lack of surface effects in the zero field limit is also demo
strated in these curves. Notice also that for zero field one
bc(0)50 and MRr(0)512ac(0). Therefore the paramete
ac(0) provides the maximum flattening of the MRr vs M
parabola~Fig. 4! which is caused by the dipolar interaction
Finite size effects are rather suppressed in the MRr curves,
because of the small values of the coefficientbc . However,
these effects can be observed more clearly if we define
normalized MR by MRn5MR/MRmax, and use the scaling
law, Eq. ~8!, to obtain

MRn~h!5
12ac~h!

12ac~0!
2

bc~h!

12ac~0!
N21/D f . ~9!

In Eq. ~9!, the surface term is enhanced due to the deno
nator 12ac(0), being smaller than unity. Notice also, as th
strength of the dipolar interactions increases the value of
zero field correlation functionac(0) increases and the sec
ond term in Eq.~9! that describes finite size effects increas
It is therefore anticipated that MRn is the appropriate quan
tity to plot in order to observe finite size effects. This
demonstrated in Fig. 5, where MRn is plotted as a function of
the reduced magnetizationM /Ms . Notice that, due to dipo-
lar interactions, the MRn values are always above those f
the superparamagnetic particles~solid line in Fig. 5!. This
behavior is due to the positive zero-field correlation functi
for the dipolar particles which enters in the denomina
MRmax512ac(0).

In conclusion, we have studied the finite-size scaling
the giant magnetoresistance in a system containing s

s:

-

FIG. 4. Finite size effects in the reduced magnetoresistan
Size of aggregates:N510 ~triangles!, N5100 ~circles!. Solid line:
12(M /Ms)

2 parabola.
2-4
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similar aggregates grown by an energy-driven diffusion p
cess on a substrate and we compare the scaling behavi
the magnetoresistance to that of the magnetization of
same system. We have shown that the fractal dimension
that characterizes the spatial morphology of the aggregat
a suitable exponent to describe the finite size effects of b
the magnetization and the giant magnetoresistance. We
found that strong ferromagnetic correlations exist in a sys
containing chainlike aggregates of magnetic particles ca
ing a serious flattening in the zero field MRr ~;70%!. With
increasing particle density the resulting aggregates tend

FIG. 5. Finite size effects in the normalized magnetoresistan
Size of aggregates:N510 ~triangles!, N5100 ~circles!. Solid line:
12(M /Ms)

2 parabola.
g,
e

ff
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wards the compact limit (D f52) and the flattening of the
MRr parabola is expected to be weaker. Thus, in mono
perse nanoparticle systems, where particle aggregation t
place, the different flattening values are expected to refl
the degree of particle aggregation.

In experiments on granular Cu12xCox samples formed by
a fast annealing process, similarly large reductions of
zero field MRr ~Fig. 4! were measured by Alliaet al. ~Ref. 4!
and attributed to solely to dipolar interaction effects.4 Nu-
merical simulations8 taking into account the dipolar interac
tions and the size distribution have predicted a similar fl
tening of the MRr curve. However, particle aggregatio
during the heat treatment and the precipitation of Co p
ticles cannot be excluded as a factor that contributes to
MR degrade.

On the other hand, experiments with Co/Ag films grow
by cluster deposition,12 have demonstrated a reduction of th
MR values from the theoretical predictions for separated
noninteracting granules. A puzzling finding in those expe
ments was that the degrade of the GMR effect became
creasingly important as the concentration of magnetic p
ticles approached the extreme dilution limit~;5 % at.!. It has
been suggested that the reason for this behavior could be
breakdown of the self-averaging hypothesis,12 that is made in
the transport theory of random alloys. However, low conc
tration of particles is a prerequisite for the formation of a
gregates through a diffusion process driven by interpart
magnetostatic interactions. Formation of aggregates with
almost linear structure, as the ones described in this w
would seriously reduce the GMR effect and could thus p
vide a possible explanation for the observed behavior. F
ther experiments concerning MR measurements on syst
containing magnetic aggregates~e.g., frozen ferrofluids!
would be beneficial in order to compare directly with th
calculations presented above.
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